
On the moduli space of order p" automorphisms

of the p-adic open disc

By

Barry Green i)

1. Introduction

The aim of this talk is to survey and build on recent work on liftings of galois covers

of smooth curves defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p,

to relative smooth galois covers of curves over a suitable valuation ring R of
characteristic O, dominating the Witt vectors W(k). In the first five sections we

draw attention to the recent results and methods used to attack this problem.

Due to a local-global-principle for lifting galois covers of smooth curves, this prob-

lem reduces to the problem of lifting groups of automorphisms of a formal power
series ring over k to groups of automorphisms ofa formal power series ring over
the valuation ring R dominating W(k). Thus we are led to the study of finite
order automorphisms of the p-adic open disc and the geometry of their fixed
points. In this context those of p-power order are crucial to this study as we show

in section four.

The local-gtobal-principle for liftings gives necessary and sufficient conditions, wh-

ereby liftings of the inertia groups acting on the completions of the local rings at

the points of a galois cover of smooth curves over k to smooth galois covers of the

p-adic open disc over R, ensures a global Iifting to a galois covering of smooth

relative curves over R. The completed local rings are formal power series rings
over k and R respectively, and so provide the setting for this investigation.

In the final section we present a moduli space parametrization of order p" auto-
morphisms of of the p-adic open disc Spec R[Z] with fixed points, and discuss its

elementary properties. We also show how the Oort-Sekiguchi conl'ecture for galois

 i) The author would like to express his thanks to Professors Sekiguchi and Suwa for their
    hospitality during his visit to the Mathematics Department at Chuo University, Tokyo.
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On the moduli space oforder p" automorphisms of the p-adic open disc

liftings of covers of smooth curves from characteristic p to characterisitic O can

be interpreted in this situation and discuss Hensel's lernma type conditions on the

parametrization which would imply this conjecture.

2. MetivatiRg Questieas

We are interested in the fol}owing situation and questions:

Situation and Notation: Let k be an algebraicaliy closed field of characteristic
pu År O, and C/k be a complete, non-singular, irreducible curve of genus g. Let R

be a complete discrete valuation ring dominating the ring of Witt vectors VV(k)

and having uniformizing parameter T. We denote the quotient field of R by K,
which is assumed finite over Quot(W(k)), and the corresponding integral and
algebraic clo$ures by R and K.

MetivatiRg Qllestiolls: he# G be a 5nite $gbgroup of Antk(C) alld suppese
C - D = C!G is a finite galeis cover of smeeth preper in#egral cgrves ever k.

i. Global question; Is it possjbie to find R as above and a finite galois eover of

smooth proper integral relative curves over R, e - P =: C/G, which lifts the
given cover C -År D2
2. Local question: Let y G C and Iy g Autk(Oc,y tw klzl) be the associated

inertja group. Is it possible to find R as above such that the inertia group lifts to

l, g AutRRifZ] 2

Remark. Clearly if the g}obal questioB is satisfied thexx for each y E C, we have
ly gl AgtR(bc,, 2-t RifZS), $o the leca} questieR is sati$fied fer eack pgiRt y E C.

k turlls gut that the coxxverse of this result is aiso true. 'IIrhis itoR-trivial #kegrera

i$ the jocal-glebai-principle for iiftings referred to iR the introductioR. We briefiy

sketch the proof method of this result in the next section and refer the reader to
[G-Ml] for details and to [Be-Me] and [Hl] for alternative proofs.

Historical background:
 . If (IGI,p) = 1 the answer to the global question is yes for any R, by

    Grothendieck, SGA I. N
 e If IGI År 84(g-1) then tbe answer is no, due to a contradiÅëtion using Hurwitz

   beullds. IR ckararacteristic p there exist curves C/k sttch that cne caR ckgese

   G with IGI År 84(g - 1), $ee [Rg], bgt iR characteristic e gke grder gf tke

   autorr}orphlsm greup of a curve ef genus g ls at mest 84(g - 1).

   One remarks that if G is abelian then by Nakajima, [N], the bounds for
   G c Autk(C) are the same in any characteristic and so in this case one
   doesn't expect a contradiction using bounds. So one speculates that for such
   G smooth liftings may always exist, and the first case one studies is for G

   cyclic. Here one knows:
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 e If a is cyclic of order pe, with (e,p) :1, the answer is yes if R contains

    a primltive p--th reoS of unity, say g. This resu}t is due to Oert-SekiguchF
    suwa, [e-s-s].

Following these results it became natural to conjecture the following generalisation

(see [Sl, [Ol] and [02]);

Oort--Sekiguchi Conjecture: The answer to the global lifting question is positive
if G is a cyclic group.

    k a Rwnber of Tecent papers, see fcr example [G-Mll, [Bel, [M] and tG]
necessary conditions for the solvability of the Iifting problem when the p-parts

of the inertia groups aren't cyclic are given. Concernimg the conjecture one of
the main resu}ts of iG-Ml] akswers k posltively for G-galois covers whose inertia

groups are p"e-cyc}ic with a S 2 axxd (e,p) me 1. More precisely one has:

Theorem [G-Ml]. Let f:C - cr!G : : D be a G-galois cever of proper
smge#k cgrves oyer k. Assume that the iRertia g?'onps are pae-cycjic with a S 2
and (e,p) = 1. Then f can be lifted over R : W(k)[Åq(2)] as a G-galois cover of
sniooth R-curves, where C(2) is a primitive p2-root of unity.

By the local-giobal--principle for tiiftings the crucial question is the iocal one, nameiy

that of the existence of liftings of G-galois covers of formal power series rings
k[zg/kgx]G == kgtll over le to G-galois covers of the forma} pewer series rings

RgZg/RgZgC =: RgTg over R, fer R alld a as above. This is the conditiek
which ensures srnoothness of the lifting of curves. In contrast, the methods used

by Oort, Sekeguchi and Suwa to attack the lifting question are global in the sense

that they u$e generalized Jacobiaks.

When trying to construct a lifting of a G-galois cover of formal power series rings
kQz]/kEi]G = kltll over k to one ofthe formal power series rings over R, there is

a =seful smeethness criten'en based oR a result ef Kazuya Kate in [K], wkich we
use. In our situation suppose k[z]/k[zfiC = k[t] and ,E : Quot(RIT]) are given.

Then if we can find a finite G-galois field extension F of E such that for the
IRtegral closure of RifTg, $ay B,

  i) Quot(B/TB)=k((i)) and

 ii) the different of B over R[Tl equals that of k[z] over k[t],

lt fgllcws B!RifZ}, witl} B/xB fEiS kEzg aRd RifZg/RgZgC=RffTg as desired.

Conseq,uently we are led to study liftings determined by equaticms and compar-
ison of the generic and special differents. For p2-cyclic extensions one needs a

preseBtatieR from wkich oxxe cax easily read tke degree ef tke differeRt; tbis is

done via Artin-Schreier-Witt Theory in [G-Ml] (see Lemma 5.1 in Section II).
The first challenge is to lift the equations as a p2 -cyclic cover of the open disc,

SpecRffT}, aRd this caR be doRe wsing Sekigttchi and Suwa'$ recexxt work "en the
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unified Kummer-Awhn-Schreier- VVitt theory", [S-Sl] and [S-S2]. However, in order

to cover the disc by discs (i.e ensuring that the integral closure determines a disc,

so introducing no new "genus") one needs to minimize the degree of the generic
differeRt. This is done in [G-Ml] by deve}oping the theory from [S-Sll in an effec-

give vvay, sg giving exp}icit equations for liftiBgs over opelt discs. As a result this

gives rise tg p2 -grder aRd $e (takiRg tke p-pgwer cemposieieB) p-erder automer-

phisms ef the opeR disc whlch are mot defiRed gver W(k)IÅq] aRd se are of qnite
distinct Rature from those appearing in [O-S-S] for p-cyclic covers. Although one
hopes to be able to study the p3 and general cases in this way, at present this

appears to be technically very diMcult.

We remark that for lifting order p automorphisms one can show that mod7r, the
automorphisms
                       Z i-År Z(Åq-M + zm)-11m,

for (m,p) = l aRd Åq a primitive p-th root of uRity, define the exteRsioR ef k((t))

giveR by gke Artin-Schreier eq=atioR:

xP -x == l/tM

and one can use these in a way that mimics [O-S-S] in order to lift galois covers

whose p-inertia at each point is cyclic of order at most p .

3. The local-global-principle for lthings

IR tkis sectig;} we briefiy $ketch kew Tigld aRa}ytic geemetry is gsed tc $e}ve the
lifting preblem, uRder the assumption that for each y ff e, Iy g Autlebc,y lifts

to Iy g AutR[Z], for suitable R. We remark that im [G-Ml] this local-global-
principle was only proved for pae-cyclic covers, a K 2, as that was the context

we were concerned with. The method explained theme i$ general though and one
has:

Theorem. In thesituation above, given (C/k,G) with G [ AutkC, we can find
a smooth proper connected galois lifting (C/R,G) for suitable R dominating
W(k) if aRd oRly if fer each y E C, I. {! Autfe(Oc,y es kifilj) lifts tg I, (lll

AgtRRifZl ?

    Proof sketch. Suppose f: a ---" D == C/G and let P denote a smeoth relative
curve over VV(k)[Åq(2)] whose special fiber is D. Denote by T)"" the generic fibre

endowed with rigid analytic structure and let r: P"n -- D be the reduction map.

Let U c D = C/G be the 6tale locus, and U c Z)atZ, be the affinoid defined by
U = r-i(U). Then by Grothendieck, up to isomorphism one can lift in a unique
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diagram v .-LtÅr ucvan
                        ir y
                        V-f UcD

where V = f'i(U) c C and er = V/G. The aim is to compactify the morphism
f : V -År U with a morphism of discss in a G-galois way, For this one extends f
to a G-galois etale cover f-' : V' -U' c tD"" where U' is the union of U and

sukabie aRlluli. Oi} the otker hand, for each x E D - U, if we are ab}e to IM

                      H Spectf)c,y - SpecOD,x
                    y: f(y) =x

in a a-gaiois cover of opexx discs, then using a prolongation lemma (see [G-Ml] or

[Hl]) one can glue this cover to f' : V' - cr along the morphisms induced on
tke ame"li U' - U. Ik tkis we we ebtaii} a gleba} liftlgg ef tke cover.

Hence the global lifting question reduces to the local one, i,e. whether over the open

disc SpecRffTl, we have open discs, and this investigation reduces to studying
the geometry ef antgmorphisms gf opefi disc$.

4. Finite erder autemorphisms of the p-adic open disc

As in the previous sections the rings of formal power series overr k and R are
denoted by k[zll and RifZ], respectively. Note that R[Z) is a two dimensional
lecal rikg with raaximal idea} gekerated by Z aRd K, aRd its heigkt eRe prime
ideals are all primcipal. If cr E AutR(R[Z]) then we can write

                 ff(Z) == ac ÅÄ a2Z + a2Z2 + a3Z3 " • - • ,

where ao E TR and ai q RX. We denote the identity morphism on RIZ] (re-
spectiveiy k[z] ) by 1. From the context this will not lead to confusion. Observe

tha# reduclRg the coeficieRts ef g modgle (rr), we obtaiR a caneftical surjectlve

group homomorphism

                    W : AutR(RifZS) - Autfe(kifzli).

In view of the discussion ixx the previous sectiox)s we are interested in the following

queskons:

Lifting Questions: 1. if rr is a k-automorphism of kffzg offinite order, when
can we find a lifung of a to an R-auton]orphism of RffZ] of the the same order,

i.e. an R-agtomaorphism cr ef RgZ} of the the same order sgch that ig(ff) xe= 5?
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More generally if G is a finite subgroup of Autk(k[z]), when can one find a
section of G in AutR(R[Z]) with respect to W?

2. If G is a finite group, give criteria dependjng on the structure of the group,

which need to be satisfied in order that a realisation G c Autk(k[z]) can be lifted

to G c AutR(RffZ]), for some complete discrete valuation ring R dominating
W(k)?
The first question is the one we are concerned with here, For the others we refer
the reader to [G-Ml], [G-M2], [Be], [M] and [G].

4.1. Automorphisms and their fixed points

In order to lnvestigate the questions mentioned above it is useful to study data

associated with the fixed points determined by the action of a E AutR(R[Zl) on
the open disc D = Spec R[ZS.

             ooGiven a(Z) = ]2) aiZi E AutR(R[Z]), it induces a SpecR automorphism of
            i=o
the open disc D= SpecRIZ], which we call a. For rational points (Z-a) ED,
                                              oo(a E TR ), one has 0((Z - a)) = (Z - d), where a = 2 aiai. Such a point
                                              i=ois a fixed point if and only if or = d. More generally P E D is a fixed point
of tr if and only if P= (r,Z), (T), (O), or a height one prime ideal of REZ]
and P ) (a(Z) - Z). When we speak of fixed points we shall always mean the
points this last set defines in the geometric generic fibre and denote this set by

F.. These points correspond to the zeros of the series a(Z) - Z in R, and to
simplify our discussion we shall enlarge R suitably so that they are R -rational.

Using the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem they can be described as follows.

Let m. = infi)o{i : v(ai) S v(ai) for all i}, then

                    a(Z) - Z = am. fm. (Z) tt(Z),

where u(Z) - 1 E (T,Z) and f..(Z) is a unitary distinguished polynomial of
degree m., so that IF.I= m.. Note that if m. I O, so that for some a, v(a) ÅrO

we have (Z-or) E .F., we can centre a at Z=a (replace the parameter Z by
                        ooZ-a) and so obtain a(Z) = 2 biZ`, for suitable bi with v(bi) =O. If a has
                        i=1
finite order, say o(a) = n, then Åq == bi is an n-th root of unity which must be

primitive by 4.2.1 below, so we can express a by

                   a(Z) = Åq(1 + aiZ+ a2Z2 + •• •),

where the coeMcients ai are distinct from those used previously. We next re-
call a number of elementary facts on finite order automorphisms needed for our
discussion. The first five can be found in [G-Ml] and for the sixth we give a proof.
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4.2. Elementary Facts: Suppose that aG AutR(R[Z]) has finite order, say
e(g) == n. Then:

4.2.1. ,if a(Z) iiEi ZmodZ2 then a = 1, i.e. n == 1.

4.2.2. if W(a) pt l then cr can be represented as

                  a(Z) = CZ(i + aiZ+ a2Z2 + • • •),

where Åq is aprirnitive n-th root of1.

4.2.3. if (n,p) me l, then cr is liRearizable and cofiseQuelltly f has exacely olle

fixed point.

We first note that by [G-Mll, p. 242, cr has a fixed point and so can be represented

by s(Z) = ÅqZÅql"aiZ+a2Z2ÅÄ- • i), where Åq is a primkive n-th rcet of1. New set

z'= Z+Åq-ia(Z)+•-•+Åqwy("mi)a"wwi(Z). Then a(Z') :ÅqZ', X' inZmodZ2
and as nE RX, we have REZ] = R[Z'].

NgSe tkat #kis argumext works over positive ckaracteriseic fieids with ekaracteristic

prime to n as well, provided they contain the required roots of unity.

4.2.4. If o(a) =:p" and W(a) l 1, then a isn't linearizable.

If lt were thell ff(Z) = ÅqZ, which implies $(cr) == l, a contradictioB.

4.2.5. if UE Autk(k[z]) with o(Zi') =:n and (n,p) =me 1 then there exists aE
AutR(RgZ]) with W(a) ex if and o(a) =n.

This fo}lcws directly from 4.2.3 above.

4.2.6. If ffE Autk(k[z]) with o(Ii') == n= epr, (e,p) ww 1, and if vve are able to

lift automorphi$ms ef kifiS eforder pr , then Shere exisSs g E AutR(RifZg) with
$(cT) nm if aRd o(a`) =n.

                                                              rLet ff G Autk(k[x]) with o(b) = n me ep', (e,p) = 1, be given and set 7 xe ;axp .

Then o(7) =e and so for $ome primitive e-th root of 1, say N, aRd parameter
Z we have 7(x') = 7i' and k{z'} = kgz}. If we let t == zt7(x')-••7e-i(zi) ..
(7(e-i)12z')e, then k[z']ÅqiÅr = hlt]. For convenience we replace 7(e-i)12x' by

z"  and note that k[z") : k(z']. Now ttlleltg has order p' and power series

represegtatlcR
                       tr(t) =: t(1 + dit + - • }).

Rewriting ln terms of z" we have

                    if(ztte) =, xite(1 + dlxne + . . .)

and so
                    ff(zti) = /s(l ÅÄ ff1!ie -i- . . .)lfe.

Now let a(T) = CT(1+aiT+•••) be an order p' automorphism lifting rr to
RETI, where Åq is a suitable primitive p' -th reot of l. Next we coRsider the
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tame extension E of F xe Quot(RgZI) defirmed by Z"e == T. Then the integral
closure of RgT} in E is R{Z"} and as a(Z"e) = ÅqZ"e(l+aiZ"e+•••), it
fel}ows g extexxds to an order n = ep' automerphlsm ef RffZ"S defined by
a(z") me: cileZ"(1 + aiZ"ec + • • •)ila, Furthermore with respect to the morphism

W : AutR(REZ"g) - Autk(k[z"ll), we have iU(a) = if as desired.

Hence the first lifting question reduces to:

Given ff E Autk(k[z)) wjth o(ff) : p', find cr E AutR(RIZ]) vvrith g](a) = tt
afid o(ff) = pr.

Note the by the local-globalprinciple for liftirmgs a positive answer to this question

weuld imp!y the Oert-Sekigscchi Cone'ectnre. As mentioned in the introduction we

have:

Theorem 4.3. Let 6E Autk(kgzU) with o(Iii7) =p", with r= 1,2. Then there
exists ff E AutR(RifZg) witk $(a) rm ff acd e(6) =pr.

The ca$e r= 1 is treated in [O-S-S], and r rm 1,2 in [G--Ml].

  5. Comparison of the differentc a local criterion for good reduction

in this sectien we draw attention to the smoothness criterion mentioned in sectioit

two, which is useful when trying to construct a lifting of a G-galois cover of formal
power series rings k[z)/hgxgC == kKtll over k to one of the formal power $eries

rings over R. At preseke tkis is the eg}y crkerieft we kRow eÅí for attackikg tke
lifting question, which has been used successfu11y. We include a brief outline here,

but refer the reader to [G-Ml] for details.

Let ff be aR automorphism ef RgZg ef finite erder n, which we assume doesR't
induce the identity residually mod7r, so that a has at least one fixed point.
Enlarging R we can assume that O is such a fixed point and that cr(Z) = ÅqZ(1+
aiZ -l- • • •), where Åq is a primitive n-tk rget of {mity.

5.1. Let T = Za(Z)•••cr"-i(Z) me cZ"(1 -l- •••) where 6 = (-1)(n-i). Then
R[ZgÅqcrÅr - R[Tll.

Frem [Bo], chap. 7, corollary, p. 40, one knows that RifZS is a finite free RifTi-

module of rank n, generated by 1, Z, Z2,...,Z""i. Orm the other hand by a di-
mension consideration it follows that Fr(R[ZP(aÅr) = Fr(R[Tg). As REZS(crÅr is

iRtegral ever Rgll'g wkick is iRtegral}y clesed, the claim fe}}ews.

5.2. Let dn, resp. d,, be the degrees of the generic, resp. special differents for

the extellsioR RffZ}/RgTli. TheR d, == d.•
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Let f(X) = H (X - cr`(Z)) be the irreducible polynomial of Z over R[TI.
           oSiÅqn
Then f'(Z) = p(Z)u(Z) where p(Z) is a distinguished polynomial and dn ==
degzp(Z). For the special different we have

                        ds == vx (fi (z - 5i(i)))
                                i

and so the result follows by the Weierstrass Preparatioxx Theorem.

Note that the same equality for the differents ciearly holds for towers of such cyclic

extensions. For the higher p -power oder cyclic lifting problem, however, the tower

has to be built in such a way that in characteristic O, the composite extension is

galois, i.e. cyclic of the same p-power oder. Hence for this lifting problem we need:

    i) equality of the differents to guarantee smoothnes$, and

    ii) for the extension determining the cover to be galois.

For 5.2 there is a coRver$e ill the germ of cgfves context followiRg frem a foym=la

giveR by Katg [K], sectiox 5, wkick we kave "sed succe$$fu}ly go satisfy i) abeve,

wheB attackiRg the llfting problem. AdaptiRg Kato's resttk te ggr situation we
have:

5.3. Local criterion for good reduction. Let A xe RffT] and B be a finite A-
moodule which is a normal integral local ring, and set AK xe AXR K, resp. BK rm
BXRK. We assume that .E]/rrB = Bo is reduced and setting Ao := A/rA, that
the extension Bo/Ao is generically 6tale. Let Bo be the integral closure of Bo
and define 6k(B) = dimkBo/Be. Let dn resp. a, be the degrees of the generic
resp. speciaj differents, i.e. the degrees of the di'fferents for the extensioRs BK/AK

resp. Be/Ag. TheR d" rm d. -F 25fe(B) axd mgreever if dq = d, k bliows shat
3k(B) == g and B=RffZ].

Observation: l ote that in order to apply 5.3 in our context, g!ven kifzi/kifzia me

ic[t] and A = RET] we need to construct B such that Quot(Bo) !l! k((z)) and
dn = ds•

         6. Parametrizing order p" automorphisms of RffZ]

!n this sectioR we de$cribe a moduli space parametrization of order pn aute-
morphism$ ef cf the p-ad!c opeR dlsc SpecRifZg with fixed pciRts, and dlscuss
its elementary properdes. We show kew tke 0ert-Sekiguchi cenjecture caR be ik--

terpreted in this situatioxx axxd discuss Hensel's lemma type coRditioRs oR the
parametrization which would imply this conjecture. This work bui}ds on results in
[G-M2] where order p autommorphisms with fixed points were considered.

Without loss of generality we work with q =: pn automorphisms of RIZ], which
have O as a fixed point axxd describe a parametrization of these. This will be done
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by fixing a given primitive q-th root of unity Åq, and studying the relationship

between the coeficients in

                a(Z) = ÅqZ(1 + aiZ+ ••• + a.ZM + •• •)

under iteration of a (composition with itself). We set R := Zp[Åq] and view the
ai as indeterminates, so that a(Z) E R[ai]i[Z]. We express the q-th iterate as

               aq(z) = z(1 + Eiz+ •••+ E. zm + •• •),

where Em E Zp[Åq][ai]i. Let I. denote the ideal of R[ai,a2,...,a.] generated
by (EJ')igJ'-Åqm•

Theorem 6.1. Using the notations above we have:

 i) The Ei are homogenouspolynomials ofdegreei in the aj with coeficients
   in R, where for each i ai• is given the weight i

 ii) Ei =•••= Eg-i =O
iii) Eq, Eq+i, • • •, E2q-i E R[ai, a2,. . .,aq], and more generally for each positive

   integer m,
   Emq, Emq+1, • • • , E(m+1)q-1 E R[al, a2, • - • , amq]•

iv) The coeflicent of amq in Emq is q.

 v) Let J.q be the ideal of R[ai,...,a,] generated by (Ejq)igjÅq-.. Then for
   mq Åq l Åq (m+1)q one has Et E J.qXK=: KJ.,, where K == Quot(R).

vj) For each mEN we denote the image of E. in k[(ai)i] by E.v. Then
   Eiv=O, for 1SiSq, EivEk[ai,...,aq], for q+1SiS2q, andmore
   generally Eiv E k[ai, . . . , a(.mi)q], for (m - 1)q + 1 g i S mq.

   Proof. i) Introducing a new variable X and replacing Z by XZ in a each
ai is replaced by aiXt. After iteration one obtains Ii7m((aiX')i) = XME.((ai)i),

which shows that after assigning weights the polynomials are homogenous. Note
that from this it follows that Em E R[ai,...,a.] and the coefficient of a. in
Em is constant.

ii) Let B == R[ai,...,aq], then by truncation a induces an endomorphism a on
BZeBZ2 o • • •eBZq. The characteristic polynomial is H (X - Åqi) == Xq - 1,

                                            lsiSq
and so by the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem ttq = 1, the identity. This is equivalent
to ii).

We shall need to first prove v) in order to show iii):

v) We prove v) by induction, assuming it proved for 1 S m' Åq m and mq Åq l' Åq l.

One has
               a(Z) == ÅqZ(1 + aiZ+ • • • + aiZ`) mod zi+2
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and by the inductive hypothesis

                gq(Z) : Z(1 + Et Zi) mod (K J.,, z` ÅÄ2)

Using the identity aoaq(Z)= uqocr(Z) one obtains

               Åqi+iEtZi+i i Åq.ll7iZi+i mod (KJleq, Zi+2).

Since p XS the result fg}lows.

iii) This assertion now follows from the fact that Emq E R[ai,...,amq] and
K[ai, . . . , amq] n R[ai, . . ` , a(m+i)q] xe R[ai, • • • , amq]•

iv) From i) we know that the cceficieRt ef a.q in Emq isacomstant. Let I be
the ideal (ai,.,.,a,.q-i,ZMq+2) im R[(ai)i]ifZI. Then

                   ff(Z) == ÅqZ(1 + G.,ZMq) medI,

and recurrently

                  aq(Z) = ÅqqZ(1 + qa.,ZMq) modJ

                       == Z(2 + E,.,ZMa) medI

finishing the proof.

vl) Tke eniy assertioRs which doxx't fgl}ew direct}y frem tke assertigns aiready

proved are that Eqv=O and E.qv Gk[ai,...,a(,.-i)a] for mÅr 1. This fo11ows
from the commutativity of cr and crq in kEz]. Namely one has:

       ag(z) xx i(1 + EmgvzMq + E.q+ivxMq+i) mod(I.q-iv, xMq+3)

and
        g(z) me x(i + aii ÅÄ • - • + amg"zMq") med (I.q-iv, zMq++-3).

Therefore

     ff o sg(l) : z(1 ÅÄ alx + • • • -i- amg+lzMg")

                (1 + "El7mqvzMq + E.q+ivxMq+i) moq (I.q"iv, zMq+3),

      crq Q g(i) : z(1 + aix + • • • t- a.g"zMq"i + aiE.qzMq+i)

                (1 + EmqvzMg + Emg+iviM4+i) mod(i.q-iv, zMq+3)

so that a!E,.qv ww Oinod(1.qHiv) which implies the result.

6.2. Remark: For takling the lifting problem we note that if

                  6(i) = z(1 -l- ttix + • t •) E AutkkEzg
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and o(cr) = q, then by v) above, provided we can find a lifting

           cr(Z) = ÅqZ(1 + aiZ + - • • + a.ZM + - - -) E AutRR[Z]

s"ch that Emq((a"i) rm:g fer m) l, we wi}} have E.((ai)i) =e for each r2l,

so o(a) =q.

k is temptiRg to try to apply the GeRerajized Hensei's Lemma te this q"es-
tion (see [Gr]). By the remark above it suffices to apply this to the equations
to Ema((a"i) nm g for eaeh m ) 1, and here the eoRdition becomes:

rvor each m) 1 there exists constants IVm 2 1, cm 21 and s. 2O such that
if a = (ai,a2,...,amq) E RMq satisfies Emq(a) iiff Omod7rNm then there exists

b== (bi,b2,•-•,bmq) with Emq(a)=e and b!amod7rlNmfcm]-sm.

For the lifting problem we need to imd constants such that

                         [Arm/cm] - sm ) 1.

Progress in tki$ directien, evelt for special families ef antomerphisms where re-
strictions are placed on the equations E. ((ai)i) , would be very interesting.

6.3. The moduli space of order a automorphisms of SpecREZ]

In our finai paragraph we show how to associate an R-modei with the ide--
als I., which parametrizes the order q automorphisms of SpecRIZI with O
a {}xed peiRt. CgmputatleRs skgw that in gekeral there l$ 7r -tersioR iR tke rlllgs
R[ai, . ,., a.]/I. (For example for q me p = 3 one checks that E3/A E R[ai, a2,a3] ,

see [G-M2] p. 298), so in order to findagat R-model we coRsider Zm ;= ITnK fi

R[ai,...,a.] and define

                     iVm :== Spec R[Gi,...,a.l/2}..

The iRclgsigg of ldeals X.R[ak, a2, ..., amÅÄi] c Z." iRduce$ afi Rhomemorpki$m

             R[ai,a2,...,am]/Zm --År R[aba2,•••,am+il/Zin+i

so that one can define:

6.3.l. Definitien. We define the "moduii space of firder q autemerphisms with
fixedpoints"ofthe open disc SpecR[Z] to bethe R-scheme `V := lim X., where
                                                      -tke pyojective }imit ls cempaeible with the ideal inc1=sicRs Z}. C Zlin".

6.3.2 Concluding Remark: Note that X(k) corresponds to automorphisms of
erder ff (ey the ideRtity) ef kifzfi, alld foy R'IR a figke discreee valgatioR rigg
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X(R') corresponds bijectively to automorphisms of order q
ff(Z) = ÅqZ(1 +aiZ -i- •• i).

Moreover, in this context the Oort-Sekiguchi conjecture
tending a k-section of X to an R-section as in the diagram:

Spec k

t

Spec R

/

of R'EZ] such that

corresponds to ex-
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